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Abstract

The small inorganic-organic material (hexakis(2-anthraquinonyloxy) cyclotriphosphazene - THAQ) is synthesized from the commercially available starting materials in a one-step reaction and its relevance as an aqueous zinc-ion battery cathode material is assessed. The THAQ structure is verified by using appropriate standard spectroscopic methods such as $^{31}$P and $^1$H Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF (Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight). The charge storage mechanism and the evolution of the interfacial properties of the THAQ are investigated through several ex-situ analysis (Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance, indicating both Zn$^{2+}$ and H$^+$ participation. The insoluble THAQ electrode demonstrates a remarkable electrochemical performance with over 150 mAh/g at 30 C, as well as an ultra-long term cycling (>30000 cycles) stability at ultra-high current rate (100 C). The outstanding electrochemical performance turns out to be governed by the multiple nucleophilic carbonyl active sites and increased $\pi$-$\pi$ interaction of THAQ, and its lower band gap compared to the anthraquinone counterparts, verified by density functional theory calculations. Overall, this work is the first report revealing the nature of charge carries of inorganic-organic material system, specifically anthraquinone decorated cyclophosphazene, obtained by a facile and cost-effective methods that further demonstrates excellent electrochemical performance.
1. Introduction

The development of efficient energy storage systems, more specifically rechargeable batteries, is of great importance for the worldwide energy problem. Among the novel rechargeable batteries, lithium-ion batteries are widely investigated because of their high energy and power densities. However, drawbacks such as safety problems (i.e., hazardous lithium dendrites and the use of organic-based electrolytes) and cost issues due to the limited lithium supply seriously restrict their large-scale applications.[1] These limitations have directed the research fraternity to focus on higher safety and sustainable battery options in recent years. In this respect, aqueous ion batteries (AIBs) are thought to be a promising class of batteries for energy storage systems because of their lower price, higher operational safety, higher ionic conductivity, environmental benignity, and water stability.[2]

In particular, aqueous electrolyte Zn-ion batteries (ZIBs) have been the focus over the past years because of the low standard redox potential (0.76 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)) and high theoretical capacity (820 mAh g$^{-1}$) of the Zn anode that operates at mild acidic electrolytes. For building high-performance ZIBs, manganese-based materials, vanadium-based materials, or Prussian blue analogs are the most widely investigated inorganic compounds that have been simply coupled with Zn metal anode.[3] Nevertheless, there are many roadblocks for practical applications, such as phase changes and insufficient stability of the inorganic cathodes upon cycling.[4] Seeking for organic alternatives, quinones are carbonyl-based compounds and are ubiquitous in nature, which constitute a promising class of sustainable and environment-friendly electrode materials.[5-7]

Quinone compounds indeed have been widely presented as cathode active materials for organic batteries because of their high theoretical specific capacities and flexible molecule pattern.
Moreover, the working potential of the quinone-based electrodes can be tailored by altering the functional groups.[8-10] However, as of many other organic based cathodes, quinone electrodes in organic electrolytes suffer from fast capacity fading and short cycle life due to their dissolution, while in aqueous medium, they have been proven to be stable with an excellent redox activity.[11-13] Generally, ZIBs based on carbonyl compounds operate via reversible coordination of Zn$^{2+}$ ion with the carbonyl groups during the electrochemical process, encouraging electrochemical reversibility.[14] In the light of acquired knowledge on organic-based electrode materials, numerous cathodes have been designed or modified for rechargeable ZIBs, presenting electrochemical behaviors which are suitable for coupling with zinc metal anodes.[5] Small quinone compounds were also investigated as cathodes for aqueous ZIBs (i.e., 1,4-naphthoquinone (1,4-NQ),[15] 9,10-phenanthrenequinone (9,10-PQ),[16] calix[4]quinone (C4Q),[17] 1,2-naphthoquinone (1,2-NQ),[17] 9,10-anthraquinone (9,10-AQ),[17] or pyrene 4,5,9,10 tetraone (PTO).[18]) For example, Zhao et al. fabricated a calix[4]quinone (C4Q) molecule, where each benzoquinone unit is linked by a C-C single bond to form a bowl-like structure, exhibited a high specific capacity of 335 mAh g$^{-1}$.[17] Guo et al. reported PTO cathode with four active carbonyl groups with a high capacity of 336 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.04 A g$^{-1}$ [19]. A type of quinone compound, triangular phenanthrenequinone (PQ-$\Delta$) structure, allowed the co-insertion of Zn$^{2+}$ and water delivering a 225 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 30 mA g$^{-1}$.[20] Beside these studies, many other types of quinone-based materials have been explored as cathodes.[21-25] One of the most important reasons for the preference of small cathode molecule is easy synthesis and lower cost. To avoid the dissolution problem encountered in battery systems, small molecules were modified by relatively more complex and multiple synthesis steps.[12] Therefore, there is still room for the development of new materials synthesized with a facile synthesis route providing both insolubility in electrolytes
and high capacity in order to preserve the advantages of small cathode molecule to be used in battery systems. Thus, the aim of the study is to produce a small inorganic-organic material with the desired properties by an effortless and low cost synthesis method.

The phosphorous-nitrogen compounds known as phosphazenes attract attention due to their synthetic flexibility and organic-inorganic structures[26] The phosphazenes are used in a wide variety of applications due to their characteristic properties such as thermal stability, electrical conductivity, liquid crystallinity, and biomedical activity.[27, 28] Especially, the electrochemical/thermal stability of these compounds leads to their potential to be used for many energy storage systems as cathode[29, 30], anode materials[31], or separators.[32] The hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene (HCCP) structure is one of the most well-known cyclic structures in the phosphazene chemistry formed by bonding of P and N atoms in a planar structure with D$_{3h}$ symmetry. HCCP derivatives can be prepared through substitution reactions of the chlorides with side groups.[33] The phosphorus atom can be easily organized to bear a wide range of different substituents and can redesign the material characteristics with respect to their applications.[26, 28] HCCP derivatives are also known to have high thermal stability and are extremely sensitive to nucleophilic reactions under basic conditions, so it was chosen, in the present work, as a core to provide the desired properties in efficient cathode materials.

Herein, a small inorganic-organic material based on anthraquinone decorated cyclophosphazene (THAQ) is synthesized and applied as a cathode material for aqueous ZIBs. THAQ offers potential cathode material properties with high thermal stability and insolubility in aqueous electrolytes, as well as multiple electroactive sites for ZIBs, which resulted in propitious electrochemical performance. Prior to the electrochemical studies, THAQ was characterized by using appropriate standard spectroscopic methods, including $^{31}$P and $^1$H NMR (Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance) spectroscopy, MALDI-TOF, FT-IR (Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy), TGA (Thermogravimetric analysis) and simple flame test. Thermal stability, flammability, and 

ignitability of THAQ and 2-hydroxyanthraquione (HAQ) were investigated by TGA and burning tests. The electrochemical performance as an aqueous ZIB cathode material was evaluated in 2 M ZnSO₄ aqueous electrolyte. In-situ EQCM (electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance) with 
motional resistance monitoring (EQCM-R) has been used to probe the possible role of multi-
species (Zn²⁺ and H⁺) in the charge compensation mechanism and the evolution of 
electrode/electrolyte interface during electrochemical cycling.[34-36] The dissolution tests were carried out by UV-Vis spectroscopy in an aqueous solution for THAQ and AQ. Compositional and structural information are investigated by ex-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analyses (EDS). The Zn²⁺/H⁺ ion coordination mechanism of THAQ was further examined by using ex-situ FT-IR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses and density functional theory (DFT) calculations.

**Experimental**

**Material**

2-hydroxyanthraquinone (HAQ), anthraquinone (AQ), sodium hydride (60% suspension in mineral oil-NaH), hexane and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene (HCCP) was also obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (98%) and further purified by vacuum sublimation before reaction. The deuterated solvent (DMSO(Dimethyl sulfoxide)-d₆) for NMR spectroscopy was obtained from Merck. Analytical thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on Silica gel plates (Merck, Kieselgel 60, 0.25 mm
thickness) with F254 indicator. All other chemicals and solvents were reagent grade quality and were obtained from commercial suppliers.

2.2. Synthesis of hexakis(2-anthraquinonyloxy)cyclotriphosphazene (THAQ)

HAQ (1.0 g, 4.46 mmol) and dry sodium hydride (NaH) (0.2 g, 4.46 mmol) were dissolved in dry THF (10 mL) in argon atmosphere at room temperature. The HCCP containing solution (0.24 g, 0.68 mmol in 4 mL THF) was taken into dropping funnel and added drop by drop to reaction mixture. The reaction mixture was stirred at the boiling point of solvent (~70-80 °C) for 96 h and in between controlled by thin layer chromatography (TLC). The reaction mixture filtered off and volatile materials were evaporated under vacuum. The resulting product was subjected to column chromatography on silica gel using hexane: ethyl acetate (1:1) as the mobile phase. The last eluate was designated as THAQ compound and was subjected to further analyses (0.214 g, yield 57%).

2.3. Material Characterization

$^{31}$P NMR and $^1$H NMR spectra were conducted by NMR on a Varian INOVA 500-MHz spectrometer in DMSO-D$_6$ (85% H$_3$PO$_4$ and TMS (Tetramethylsilane) as reference). Mass analysis was recorded by a Bruker MALDI-TOF (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight) spectrometer using 1,8,9-Anthracenetriol (Dithranol-DIT) as a matrix for THAQ. FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha-P in ATR in the range of 650-4000 cm$^{-1}$. Functional groups of HAQ and THAQ were determined by FT-IR method. To qualitatively determine the presence of halogen, simple flame tests were carried out with a clean copper wire on a Bunsen burner. The thermal property of the THAQ and HAQ were investigated on Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA 851 thermogravimetric analyser (TGA) at a heating rate of 10 C min$^{-1}$ under argon flow (50 mL min$^{-1}$) between 25 and 700 °C. The surface morphology and elemental analysis of the THAQ/KB was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI PHILIPS, XL30
SFEG SEM) coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). XRD patterns of THAQ/KB electrode (pristine and full discharged), ZnSO₄.7H₂O, and (Zn₄(OH)₆SO₄·0.5H₂O were recorded by using a Bruker-D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS).

The burning tests of THAQ and HAQ were carried out on a Bunsen burner using ~2 mg of the sample with a spatula. The specific ignition time (SIT) and the self-extinguish time (SET) were determined by the burning test. Limiting oxygen index (LOI) value was calculated from TGA data using Van Krevelen and Hoftyzer’s equation.[37]

\[
\text{LOI} = 17.5 + 0.4 \times \text{Char yield (CR)}
\]

Dissolution tests were also performed to evaluate the solubility of THAQ and AQ in the aqueous medium, for the pristine and discharged samples. All dissolution tests were recorded with a Shimadzu 2101 UV spectrophotometer with quartz cuvettes at room temperature. XPS spectra were recorded using a Specs Flex-Mod system with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source. Elementary mapping was performed to reveal the chemical distribution of atoms on the surface of the THAQ electrode after the electrochemical cycling process.

2.4. Electrochemical Measurements

THAQ/KB electrode was prepared by mixing the Ketjen black (KB) and THAQ powder at a weight ratio of 70:30 (KB:THAQ) in a mortar for half an hour. The weight of active materials was set to 1.5-2 mg. Zinc metal anode, 2 M ZnSO₄ aqueous electrolyte and THAQ/KB cathode were used in the Swagelok type cell configuration. All electrochemical performance tests were carried out employing Bio-Logic VMP-3 electrochemical workstation in a voltage range of 0.1-1.7 V (vs. Zn²⁺/Zn). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted at OCV in the frequency range from 1 MHz to 10 mHz with a potential perturbation amplitude of 5 mV, in two-electrode Swagelok cells where zinc metal was used as both working and reference electrodes.
EQCM-R experiment were carried out using AT-cut gold-patterned 9 MHz quartz resonators (AWS, Valencia, Spain) as substrates. A homogeneous slurry containing the active material (THAQ) was prepared and drop-casted on the gold electrode (0.2 cm²) of the quartz resonator. For the slurry preparation, the THAQ has been mixed thoroughly with Ketjen Black (KB) and PVdF(Polyvinylidene fluoride) in 24:56:20 (THAQ:KB:PVdF) ratio prior to be dispersing in NMP, in order to ensure the binding and the electrical conductivity of the resulting composite electrode. After drop-casting, the QCM resonators were dried in a hot-plate at 80 °C. The active mass loading (THAQ) has been kept as low as possible (~ 7.14 μg), to have a thin layer covering the gold electrode of the quartz resonator. As prepared electrodes were then subjected to electrochemical measurements performed with Bio-Logic electrochemical workstation (Bio-Logic SP200) coupled with a SEIKO QCM922A device, which permitted the frequency (Δf) and the motional resistance changes (ΔRₘ) to be simultaneously monitored. As prepared QCMs, platinum wire and Ag/AgCl electrode were used as the working, counter, and reference electrodes, respectively. All the EQCM tests have been performed in 2 M ZnSO₄ aqueous electrolyte.

2.5 DFT Calculation

Theoretical calculations were performed to investigate the charge compensation mechanism of the THAQ. DFT calculations were performed by the Gaussian 16W software[38] package to gain structural information of the molecules. On the basis of the optimized structure of THAQ molecule (B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)[17] and wB97XD/6-31G (d,p)[39]), the molecular electrostatic potential (MESP) method was applied to predict the electrostatic potential map of THAQ. The MESP analysis was also done to deduce the possible Zn/H uptake positions using the Gaussian 16W software package. The single point energy (SPE) and frequency calculations of involving Zn species were calculated by B3LYP basis set LANL2DZP level.[40]The final Gibbs free energy is
the sum of electronic energy and thermal correction from the frequency analysis. Also, partial optimization (freeze atoms) was performed with a \( T^* \) structure because of the chemical structure and interactions of THAQ. The binding energy (\( E_b \)) was obtained by calculating the Gibbs free energy difference between the total energy of the complex (\( G_{T^*HxZnY} \)) and the sum of individual energy of the ions (\( G_{H^+}, G_{Zn^{2+}} \)) and (\( G_{T^*} \)) respectively[25], which was expressed as follows:

\[
E_b = \Delta G = (G_{T^*HxZnY}) - (G_{T^*}) - xG_{H^+} - yG_{Zn^{2+}}
\]

3. Results and discussion

THAQ was synthesized by one-step reaction of hexachlorocyclotriphosphazene and 2-hydroxyanthraquinone, in the presence of NaH in THF (Figure 1a). The \( ^3 \)P NMR spectrum of THAQ exhibited a single peak at 7.15 ppm, indication of substitution of all chlorine atoms of HCCP (Figure 1b). The complete substitution was further supported by the disappearance of the HCCP peak, which is supposed to be at approximately 19 ppm, as well as the absence of specific chlorine color in the simple flame test (inset Figure 1a). The simple flame test is used to qualitatively examine the presence of certain elements[41, 42], especially metals and halogens in chemical compounds. Specific green color of chlorine in HCCP was no longer observed for that of THAQ. In the \(^1 \)H NMR spectrum, the peaks located at 8.08 and 6.60 ppm suggested the five types of aromatic H atoms (also integration ratios 1:1:1:2:2) in THAQ (Figure 1b). In addition, the exact m/z value of 1475.05 was found by MALDI TOF, which is in-agreement with the calculated theoretical value of 1474.18, ascertaining the successful synthesis of the THAQ (Figure 1c). The FT-IR spectra of THAQ and HAQ are shown in Figure 1d. The characteristic vibrations of C=O and C=C peaks are located at 1677 cm\(^{-1} \) and 1588 cm\(^{-1} \), respectively, which correspond to anthraquinone side groups.[43] The characteristic vibrations peaks of HCCP at 1176 and 1152 cm\(^{-1} \) clearly belongs to P=N and P-N vibrations.[44] Compared with the FT-IR spectrum of HAQ, the
vibrations of the hydroxyl group (-OH) (3339 cm\(^{-1}\)) disappeared in the FT-IR spectrum of THAQ, instead new peaks appear that are assigned to the P=N (1176 cm\(^{-1}\)), P-N (1132 cm\(^{-1}\)) and P-O-C (923 cm\(^{-1}\)).

![Chemical structure of HCCP and THAQ](image)

**Figure 1.** a) Synthetic route of THAQ (inset simple flame test results of HCCP and THAQ). The characterization of THAQ in b) \(^{31}\)P and \(^1\)H NMR spectra of THAQ (in d\(_6\)-DMSO), c) MALDI-TOF spectrum for THAQ and d) FT-IR spectra of HAQ and THAQ.

The thermal stability of THAQ and HAQ were compared with TGA performed between 25-700 °C (Figure 2a). The first obvious weight loss of THAQ is observed at approximately 120 °C and 59.2 wt.% remained up to 700 °C, versus only 2.2 % for HAQ. The specific ignition time (SIT), specific self-extinguish time (SET), and the limiting oxygen index (LOI) values, which determine the flammability and ignitability of materials, were determined by burning test (Figure 2b) and TGA.[37] The calculated LOI of the THAQ and HAQ are ~41 and ~18, respectively, determined by the residue char yield from the TGA data. THAQ can be classified as self-extinguishing
materials (LOI: 28-100).[45] The SIT and SET values of THAQ and HAQ were measured to be 5.23 - 5.11 and 3.99 - 9.17 s, as shown in Figure 2d. In addition, vibrations of P=N and P-O-C bonds are observed in the FT-IR spectrum of THAQ after the burning test (Figure 2c).[46] meaning that THAQ molecule was preserved its chemical structure to a certain extent upon burning. As a result, the thermal stability of THAQ is acceptable and reliable for battery applications.

Figure 2. a) TGA of HAQ and THAQ, b) burning test of HAQ and THAQ, c) FT-IR spectrum of THAQ after burning test, d) SIT, SET and LOI values of HAQ and THAQ.

Redox behavior of the THAQ/KB (weight ratio of 30:70) cathode was evaluated by using cyclic voltammetry (CV) between a voltage range of 0.1 and 1.7 V vs. Zn\(^{2+}/\text{Zn}\) (Figure 3a). A pair of redox peaks at scan rate of 1 mV s\(^{-1}\) were observed at 0.42 and 0.65 V (vs Zn\(^{2+}/\text{Zn}\)) for the reduction and oxidation, respectively, which was ascribed to the reversible (de)coordination reaction between the charge carrier species and carbonyl group (C=O) of quinone based active
materials.[17] After the initial CV cycle, overlapping consecutive CV curves indicate the high stability of THAQ/KB electrode. Moreover, in order to compare the redox behavior of THAQ/KB, commercially available anthraquinone (AQ) was used with the same carbon amount (quoted as AQ/KB) electrode. Similarly, AQ/KB electrode demonstrated one reduction and one oxidation peak at 0.38 and 0.73 V vs. Zn/Zn$^{2+}$.[9] The redox peak separation of AQ is more significant in comparison with the THAQ composite (Figure S1) that is ascribed to the lower electronic conductivity of AQ resulting from its wider band gap in agreement with the DFT calculations to be discussed below. Electrochemical performance of THAQ/KB electrode was further investigated by galvanostatic discharge/charge measurements. THAQ/KB cell exhibited stable discharge voltage profiles at different current densities (Figure 3b). The plateau-like voltage behavior of the composite cathode is favorable for attaining a stable voltage output.[15, 17] C-rate performance of the THAQ/KB composite cathode delivered discharge capacity of ca. 157, 150, 158, 160, 163 and 167 mAh g$^{-1}$ at a current density of 120, 60, 30, 20, 10 and 5C, respectively, where, 1 C corresponds to ~36 mA g$^{-1}$. During the rate capability performance test, this electrode showed high discharge capability as well as high Coulombic Efficiency (CE) (~99%). However, the lower CE obtained at relatively lower current density (~95% at a current density of 5C) could be originated from involvement of the proton during the charge compensations.[47] Furthermore, cycling stability performance results of THAQ/KB and AQ/KB electrodes at a current density of 30 C (1.1 A g$^{-1}$) were comparatively presented in Figure 3d. Although AQ/KB composite electrode provided higher first discharge capacity of 277 mAh g$^{-1}$ than THAQ/KB (initial discharge capacity of 174 mAh g$^{-1}$), the cathode exhibited poorer cycling performance. Remarkably, THAQ/KB retained its discharge capacity of 144 mAh g$^{-1}$ with a capacity retention of 82.5% after 1000 cycles. Compared with THAQ/KB electrode, the deteriorating cycle performance of AQ/KB composite
could be due to the dissolution of the host material in the aqueous medium.[9, 17] Furthermore, ultra-fast current density applied to the THAQ/KB can be seen at Figure 3e, in which over 100 mAh g\(^{-1}\) capacity was obtained at 100 C during long-term cycling (>30000). Especially, when organic electrode materials utilized in aqueous electrolyte ZIBs were compared, THAQ/KB cathode stands out with its ultra-long-term cycling (30000 cycles) stability and capacity retention (63 %) at high current rates (3600 mA g\(^{-1}\)), exhibiting superior electrochemical performance (Table S1).
Figure 3. Electrochemical performance of THAQ/KB electrode a) CV profiles at a scan rate of 1 mV.s⁻¹, b) Discharge/charge profiles at different current densities, c) Discharge/charge capacity at different current densities, d) Comparative cycle performance of THAQ/KB with AQ/KB at a current density of 30 C and e) Long-term cycle performance at 100 C of THAQ/KB.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) profile was investigated to reveal the reason for the better rate capability of the synthesized THAQ electrode compared with the commercial AQ. In Figure S2c, R1, R2, R3 components of the proposed equivalent circuit refer to electrolyte
resistance (R_e), solid-electrolyte interface resistance (R_SEI) and charge-transfer resistance (R_ct), respectively.[17] The charge transfer resistances obtained by fitting the EIS data of THAQ (Figure S2a) and AQ (Figure S2b) were found to be 38.4 Ω and 903.3 Ω. THAQ/KB composite cathode, which resulted in reasonably lower charge transfer resistance, allowing faster ions transportation during discharge/charge processes in accordance with the electrochemical performance.

Dissolution of organic electrode materials especially discharged products is a major drawback, which causes a rapid capacity decay during cycling. Therefore, the solubility of the THAQ/KB and AQ/KB electrodes were tested in an aqueous solution. The pristine and discharge states of all solutions were colorless in the water, indicating that THAQ/KB and AQ/KB are not dissolved in the aqueous system (inset Figure S3). Further UV-vis spectroscopy tests of THAQ/KB and AQ/KB were performed to compare their solubility and it was observed that while THAQ/KB did not show any absorption peak, AQ/KB demonstrated an absorption peak at around 270 nm revealing its slight solubility in aqueous medium (Figure S3). Consequently, the insoluble nature of THAQ ensured advanced cycling stability in the aqueous battery systems compared to the AQ counterparts.

Numerous studies have been conducted to clarify the charge storage mechanism of organic active materials in aqueous electrolyte zinc-ion batteries. These studies suggest that charge compensation in organic cathodes can be contributed by several mechanisms, including (i) only Zn^{2+} coordination,[19] (ii) individual H^+ intercalation,[40] or (iii) H^+/Zn^{2+} co-insertion.[12, 23, 25, 48, 49] Therefore, herein, the electrochemical reaction mechanism of the THAQ electrode was investigated by various ex-situ characterization tools at the pristine, discharged, and charged states (Figure 4a). Moreover, theoretical calculations of were performed to investigate the electrochemical properties of the THAQ and AQ.
Figure 4. a) Time-dependent evolution of first discharge and charge cycle for THAQ/KB electrode cycled at C/5, b) FT-IR spectra of the THAQ/KB electrode in the pristine and first charge-discharge states, c) Ex-situ XPS spectra of the THAQ/KB electrode in the pristine and first charge-discharge states cycled at C/5, d) Zn 2P spectra, and e) C 1S spectra and f) elemental mapping images of C, O, P and Zn components of THAQ/KB: carbon (red), oxygen (yellow), phosphorus (purple), and zinc (green).

Firstly, ex-situ FT-IR and XPS analyses were performed in which C=O bonds are regarded as active sites to the host charge carrier ions (Figures 4b and 4c). The peak intensity of C=O was monitored by ex-situ FT-IR at the pristine, discharged and charged states of THAQ. The peak at 1677 cm\(^{-1}\) assigned to the stretching vibration of the C=O bonds decreased in intensity and the vibration of C–O bonds at 1379 cm\(^{-1}\) appeared upon discharge.[50] During the charging step the reverse change occurred for the C–O. XPS analyses were used to further investigate the mechanism of the charge storage during the cycling process. The survey XPS spectra of
THAQ/KB cathode material confirmed the presence of C, O, P, N for the pristine sample (Figure 4c). Zn-2p XPS spectra of the THAQ/KB indicate the appearance of the divalent state Zn element after the first discharge down to 0.1 V, while it becomes much weaker when the electrode is recharged to 1.7 V (Figure 4d). This observation may indicate a slight Zn$^{2+}$ trapping which is in line with the lower initial CE value in Figure 3c. Besides, the C1s XPS spectra of the pristine sample in Figure 4e demonstrates two main peaks attributed to C=O (288.6 eV), C=C (284.7 eV) bonds, belonging to the anthraquinone side groups.[51] In addition, the peak, which slight π-π interaction of the THAQ, is located at 291.2 eV.[52] After the first discharge to 0.1 V, the C=O peak has diminished, while that corresponding to C-O, located at 287.2 eV, becomes more prominent, indicating an interaction with the charge carries ions. On the other side, during recharge remaining C=O bond is still observed that is consistent with the FT-IR spectra of the THAQ/KB, corresponding to a potential trapping of the charge carrier ions.

Additionally, elemental mappings of the THAQ/KB cathode surface display the first discharge-charge process from a macroscopic view (Figure 4f). The spatial distribution of C, O and P elements is similar in both discharge and charge states. However, the intensiveness of Zn mapping decreased from the discharge state to charge, demonstrating participation of Zn$^{2+}$ into charge compensation process. In addition, a typical flake-like morphology of zinc sulfate hydroxide Zn$_4$(OH)$_6$SO$_4$·xH$_2$O (x varying between 0.5 and 1) was observed in SEM image of the fully discharged THAQ/KB electrode in 2 M ZnSO$_4$ electrolyte (Figure S4). More significantly, EDS (Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) (Figure S4) analysis revealed the elemental composition of the first discharged THAQ/KB which possesses the mole ratio of Zn:S about 4, implying the formation of Zn$_4$(OH)$_6$SO$_4$·xH$_2$O (ZHS) structure. Furthermore, the new intense peaks at 12.4°, 32.9° and 35.3° are observed in the XRD pattern of the discharged electrode (Figure S5). These
peaks formed after the discharge are indexed as zinc sulfate hydroxide (Zn$_4$(OH)$_6$SO$_4$·0.5H$_2$O, JCPDS number 00-044-0674),[23] arising from protons’ participation to charge compensation process. As it is well-known, the consumption of protons induces local pH increase, then OH$^-$ reacts with ZnSO$_4$ and H$_2$O to form the so-called ZHS as a by-product.[53] The results of these ex-situ FT-IR, XPS and XRD analyses strengthen the idea that the coordination of both Zn$^{2+}$ cations and as well as H$^+$ occurs during discharge of the THAQ/KB electrode.

Figure 5. EQCM analyses of THAQ composite film deposited on the Au electrode of a 9MHz quartz resonator in 2M ZnSO$_4$ electrolyte. a) CV response and frequency variation curves at 25 mV s$^{-1}$ of the 7th cycle and b) the frequency, charge, motional resistance, current and potential variation as a function of time. The panel c) shows the Δfrequency vs. ΔCharge and the potential vs. ΔCharge curve for the reduction scan, corresponding to the EQCM response in panel (a).
In order to further investigate the interfacial charge storage properties of the THAQ electrodes, EQCM has been employed as a piezoelectric sensor coupled to electrochemical measurements. We have simultaneously monitored the frequency variation (Δf) during the redox process of the THAQ composite thin film. The current and Δf responses of the EQCM measurement carried out at 25 mV s\(^{-1}\) are shown in Figure 5a. A pair of pronounced redox peaks can be seen in the CV profiles (Figure 5a) in agreement with the Figure 3a. A significant frequency decrease and increase were observed, during a cathodic and an anodic scan, respectively (Figure 5a). This would imply a major mass increase/decrease during the reduction and oxidation process in Figure 5a. It is noted that these Δf patterns can be correlated to mass variations (Δm), only if the gravimetric conditions are satisfied, then the Sauerbrey equation: \(Δf = -k_s \times Δm\), where \(k_s\) is the experimental sensitivity coefficient, can be applied.[34, 54, 55]

During the commence of reduction the Δf changes are small, whereas the prominent decrease can be observed when the potential is approaching -0.48 V. During the reverse scan, again a noticeable frequency increase can be seen in the vicinity of the oxidation peak around -0.42 V. The overall Δf profiles may indicate a charge compensation process by a major cationic response, however the Δf magnitudes are rather high. This observation has prompted us to study the plausible contributions, leading to such high Δf values. Figure 5b depicts the simultaneously measured Δf and motional resistance change (ΔR_m) as a function time, during the EQCM measurements. No significant changes in the profiles (values going back to initial during the reverse scan) ensure the stability of the active material upon cycling. Figure 5c shows an example Δf vs. ΔQ profile (at 25 mV s\(^{-1}\)), corresponding to the reduction scan of the EQCM response in Figure 5a. This profile can be used to estimate the average mass per electron (MPE) using the following equation:

\[
M.P.E. = n \times F \times \Delta m / \Delta Q
\]

where, \(n\) is the number of the electrons transferred, \(F\) is the Faraday’s
constant, assuming that the microbalance works as a gravimetric probe. From the MPE analyses, an estimation of the molar mass of the species which participate in the charge compensation during the redox process can be drawn, if there is no other contribution to the frequency changes. The MPE analysis of the middle region shown in Figure 5c lead to a significantly high value, \( i.e., 859 \ \text{g mol}^{-1} \). This high MPE value indicates that another electro-assisted process contributes to the frequency variations, in agreement with our previous work on organic electrodes and also in literature reports.[56, 57] Remarkably high \( \Delta R_m \) values in Fig. 5b attests this result that the \( \Delta f \) values cannot be attributed to solely a cation coordination process of THAQ active material. Overall, the frequency profiles provided by the EQCM demonstrates that the charge compensation process is intertwined with the ZHS formation during the reduction, related to the local pH changes (as a result of coordination of \( \text{H}^+ \) with the THAQ, in agreement with the predictions of the DFT calculations discussed below). In general, such phenomena leads to a viscosity increase at the vicinity of the electrode/electrolyte interface, characterized by the motional resistance (\( R_m \)) increase during the EQCM measurements, indicating that the acoustic wave has difficulty to pass through the newly formed interface.[54, 56] The high \( \Delta R_m/\Delta f \) ratio in Figure 5b indicates the formation of ZHS at the electrode/electrolyte interface and is fully in line with the \textit{ex-situ} SEM and XRD analyses on the discharged THAQ/KB samples (Figure S4 and S5).
Figure 6. a) HOMO and LUMO plots and band gaps of AQ and THAQ b) MESP of THAQ molecule c) Side group arrangement of THAQ based on optimized geometry.

With the intention of better understanding of the structural arrangement and predicting Zn$^{2+}$/H$^+$ ions coordination mechanism in the THAQ molecule, theoretical calculations were carried out using the density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)[17] and B3LYP/LANL2DZP[40] basis set in the gas phase. The optimized geometry of the THAQ demonstrated that the distance between anthraquinone units in the THAQ structure is less than 4Å (Figure S6a). Hence, the structure was re-optimized using wB97XD/6-31G (d,p) levels which is a more suitable method to determine the non-covalent π-π interactions (Figure S6b-S6c).[39] In addition, the peak
at around 25.65° at the XRD spectrum of THAQ could be attributed to π-π interaction resulting from the polar carbonyl groups in anthraquinone structure (Figure S6d) [58, 59]. The molecular orbitals of AQ and THAQ are shown in Figure 6a, including the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for the comparison of their structural stability. The LUMO energy level of THAQ (-2.958 eV) is much lower than that of AQ (-2.792 eV), indicating a higher electron affinity and, thus higher reduction potentials of THAQ [30, 60]. Furthermore, due to the increased π-π interaction with the THAQ structure, it provides a lower band gap (3.96 eV) compared to the AQ structure (4.20 eV), thus leads to higher electrical conductivity, and as a consequence faster charge transfer, which is beneficial for the improvement of electrochemical properties [61]. Moreover, faster zinc ion transfer coefficient was promoted by also Warburg diffusion process calculation (Figure S7), indicating $3.19 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ for THAQ/KB and $4.46 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ for AQ/KB electrode. In addition, the MESP mapping method was used to determine the electroactive regions of the THAQ structure with an optimized geometry obtained by considering π-π interactions (Figure 6b). It is well known that this method is performed to investigate the active site for the cation uptake in which more positive sites (toward blue color) are leaning to react with a nucleophilic reagent, whereas the more negative sites (reddish color) prefer to react with an electrophilic reagent [62]. Zn$^{2+}$/H$^+$ ions can be assumed as electrophile during the discharge process, that is why the sites with a higher negative region are preferable to other sites for the cation uptake in the discharge reaction [63]. Therefore, the red region indicates strong chemical affinity for cation coordination [17]. Based on the results from MESP mapping, it was demonstrated that electronegative regions of the THAQ molecule are mainly located around C=O groups, which are the main active sides for cation coordination (Figure 6b, S8). The structure of THAQ has possible sites for multistep cation coordination. The
coordination steps of the THAQ structure of zinc ions were constructed based on the MESP method with the single point energy calculations and the side group arrangements (Figure S9). Depending on the Zn coordination, the energy values decreased thermodynamically and the stability of the structures advanced, as expected.[20, 64] Depending on the arrangement of the anthraquinone side groups, there are two different arrangements between the units (Figure 6c). The distance between the anthraquinones is approximately 3-4 Å in the first (green circle), while it is approximately 6Å in the other units (orange circle). Based on this arrangement and the MESP mapping, although the zinc ion is more appropriate for the THAQ-Zn coordination, it has not been included because of the large distance (6.26 Å) between Zn and AQ units, as indicated in Figure 6c with orange circle, for the Zn-O bond formation (1.8-2.4Å).[17, 65]

Figure 7. a) The simplified structure of THAQ (T*) and b) The calculated ΔG energy for T* ion species.

As it was pointed above in Figure 6c the sides, green highlighted circles are more plausible for Zn coordination. Therefore, one further point of interest is the coordination mechanism of H⁺ that was performed with DFT calculations.[40, 48] The coordination mechanism is shown by using the
simplified structure of T* (Figure 7a). In Figure 7b, three main coordination types of ions have been illustrated (H\(^+\), Zn\(^{2+}\) or H\(^+\)-Zn\(^{2+}\)). According to the binding energies, H\(^+\) ion is quite dominant in the coordination steps, especially for the T*-H\(_1\) (-1.43 eV) to T*-H\(_4\) (-12.088 eV) (Table S2). When compared with H\(^+\), the possibility of Zn\(^{2+}\) ion is coordination is lower. On the other side, the probability of the formation in steps containing both Zn\(^{2+}\) and H\(^+\) ions is also much lower. DFT calculations indicate that the binding of H\(_4\) with T* was shown to be more likely than the other Zn\(^{2+}\) containing configurations. However, under experimental conditions Zn ions involvement is more likely to occur where the concentration of Zn\(^{2+}\) is much higher than H\(^+\) in 2 M ZnSO\(_4\) electrolyte which leads to a competition between Zn\(^{2+}\) and H\(^+\).[48] Additionally, the Zn-O (~570 cm\(^{-1}\)) and O-H (3450 cm\(^{-1}\)) vibrations [25, 63] in the ex-situ FT-IR analysis (Figure S10) and the formation of Zn\(_4\)(OH)\(_6\)SO\(_4\).0.5H\(_2\)O in the ex-situ XRD analysis are observed (Figure S5) demonstrating that experimentally both ions coordination is plausible.

**Conclusion**

In summary, a facile and straightforward one-step synthesis of a small inorganic-organic material (THAQ) from the commercially available starting materials, resulting in a HCCP-bound six anthraquinone structure has been demonstrated. The charge storage mechanism and interfacial processes occurring at the electrode-electrolyte interface were systematically investigated through several ex-situ and in-situ experimental methods and corroborated with the theoretical calculations (DFT). Multiple redox-active sites and insoluble nature in aqueous electrolyte render THAQ electrode a superior cathode material for aqueous ZIBs with ultra-long cycling (>30000 cycles) stability at high current density (3.6 A g\(^{-1}\)) in comparison to the commercial anthraquinone counterparts (AQ). This superior performance was associated with the increased \(\pi-\pi\)
interaction in THAQ structure. Theoretical analyses based on DFT reveals the lower band gap of THAQ (3.96 eV) compared to the AQ structure (4.20 eV). The reversible ion coordination of THAQ was verified by monitoring the carbonyl groups using the time-dependent FT-IR and ex-situ XPS. Involvement of proton towards the charge compensation was further identified by the ex-situ XRD measurement, which demonstrates the formation of well-known ZHS resulting from the local pH increase. EQCM analyses are well-consistent with XRD analyses, where the reversible ZHS formation/dissolution can be identified indicating both Zn$^{2+}$ and H$^+$ participation. Overall, this work is the first report revealing the nature of charge carries of anthraquinone decorated cyclophosphazene obtained by a facile and cost-effective method and demonstrates the development of small cathode molecule based on inorganic-organic material systems to be used in aqueous ZIBs with excellent electrochemical performance.
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